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1.Which two are best practices when it comes to component and application event handling? (Choose 
two.) 
A. Reuse the event logic in a component bundle, by putting the logic in the helper. 
B. Use component events to communicate actions that should be handled at the application level. 
C. Handle low-level events in the event handler and re-fire them as higher-level events. 
D. Try to use application events as opposed to component events. 
Answer: A,C 
 
2.What are three ways for 2 developer to execute tests in an org? Choose 3 answers 
A. Metadata APT 
B. Bulk API 
C. Setup Menu 
D. SalesforceDX 
E. Tooling API 
Answer: C,D,E 
 
3.Which three Salesforce resources can be accessed from a Lightning web component? Choose 3 
answers 
A. SVG resources 
B. Third-party web components 
C. Content asset files 
D. Static resources 
E. All external libraries 
Answer: A,D,E 
 
4.A developer has an integer variable called maxAttempts. The developer meeds to ensure that once 
maxAttempts is initialized, it preserves its value for the lenght of the Apex transaction; while being able to 
share the variable's state between trigger executions. 
How should the developer declare maxAttempts to meet these requirements? 
A. Declare maxattempts as a member variable on the trigger definition. 
B. Declare maxattempts as a private static variable on a helper class 
C. Declare maxattempts as a constant using the static and final keywords 
D. Declare maxattempts as a variable on a helper class 
Answer: C 
 
5.A developer has a single custom controller class that works with a Visualforce Wizard to support 
creating and editing multiple subjects. The wizard accepts data from user inputs across multiple 
Visualforce pages and from a parameter on the initial URL. 
Which three statements are useful inside the unit test to effectively test the custom controller? 
Choose 3 answers 
A. insert pageRef. 
B. Test.setCurrentPage(pageRef); 
C. public ExtendedController(ApexPages StandardController cntrl) { } 
D. ApexPages.CurrentPage().getParameters().put('input\’, 'TestValue'); 
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E. String nextPage - controller.save().getUrl(); 
Answer: B,D,E 
 
 


